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ABSTRACT
Background Suicide deaths have been increasing for 
the past 20 years in the USA resulting in 45 979 deaths 
in 2020, a 29% increase since 1999. Lack of data 
linkage between entities with potential to implement 
large suicide prevention initiatives (health insurers, health 
institutions and corrections) is a barrier to developing an 
integrated framework for suicide prevention.
Objectives Data linkage between death records and 
several large administrative datasets to (1) estimate 
associations between risk factors and suicide outcomes, 
(2) develop predictive algorithms and (3) establish long- 
term data linkage workflow to ensure ongoing suicide 
surveillance.
Methods We will combine six data sources from North 
Carolina, the 10th most populous state in the USA, from 
2006 onward, including death certificate records, violent 
deaths reporting system, large private health insurance 
claims data, Medicaid claims data, University of North 
Carolina electronic health records and data on justice 
involved individuals released from incarceration. We will 
determine the incidence of death from suicide, suicide 
attempts and ideation in the four subpopulations to 
establish benchmarks. We will use a nested case–control 
design with incidence density- matched population- based 
controls to (1) identify short- term and long- term risk 
factors associated with suicide attempts and mortality 
and (2) develop machine learning- based predictive 
algorithms to identify individuals at risk of suicide deaths.
Discussion We will address gaps from prior studies 
by establishing an in- depth linked suicide surveillance 
system integrating multiple large, comprehensive 
databases that permit establishment of benchmarks, 
identification of predictors, evaluation of prevention 
efforts and establishment of long- term surveillance 
workflow protocols.

INTRODUCTION
Suicide mortality rates continue to climb in the USA, 
despite a decreasing global trend. In 2020, there 
were 45 979 lives lost to suicide in the USA, at an 
age- adjusted rate of 13.5 per 100 000 population,1 
representing a 33% increase since 1999, and making 
suicide the 10th leading cause of death nationwide.1 
The suicide trends in North Carolina (NC)—the 
setting of this research—are similar to those of the 
nation overall, with increases from about 13 suicide 
deaths to 16 suicide deaths per 100 000 population 
from 2012 to 2018 (or 1527 lives lost in 2017).2 3 

In NC, suicide is the third leading cause of death 
among those aged 5–44 years.3 Suicides mortality 
rates vary by gender, race, and age.1

Substantial research has explored association 
of single predictors with suicide mortality risk.4–8 
These predictors can be separated into distal 
factors (ie, genetics, personality, fetal exposures, 
adverse childhood experiences or mental health 
and substance use disorders) and proximal stressors 
(ie, financial insecurity, occupational stress, legal 
problems or health problems).6 Of these, mental 
health and substance use disorders are commonly 
understood to be the strongest predictors of suicide 
death and suicidal behaviours.6 8 9 For example, one 
review on suicide deaths reported a standardised 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ Our current understanding of and response to 
suicide deaths are severely impacted by (1) lack 
of large, longitudinal, population- based studies, 
(2) limited internal validity from studies using 
specialised populations, (3) a general focus on 
reporting associations for individual factors 
without combining factors in a fashion that may 
be able to help develop tools for clinicians and 
(4) lack of an ongoing surveillance system to 
assess emerging trends, establish benchmarks 
and evaluate ongoing interventions.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ Our study addresses these gaps by establishing 
an in- depth linked suicide surveillance system 
integrating multiple large, comprehensive 
databases from the healthcare system, 
public insurer, private insurer and corrections 
perspectives in North Carolina (NC), the 10th 
most populous state in the USA.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE AND/OR POLICY

 ⇒ Our project will be the first to link these 
large state- level and healthcare system- level 
databases to establish an ongoing suicide 
surveillance system to identify short- term and 
long- term predictors of suicide and to inform 
and evaluate suicide prevention efforts in NC 
and across the USA. We will also develop tools 
to identify patients at a high risk for suicide in 
a clinic- based setting and help adequately link 
them to mental health treatment resources.
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mortality ratio (SMR) for borderline personality disorder of 45.1 
(95% CI 29.0 to 61.3) and an SMR for opioid use of 13.5 (95% 
CI 10.5 to 17.2).5 The relationships between physical health 
disorders and suicide deaths were recently evaluated in a linked 
US population of health maintenance organisation healthcare 
systems (mainly Kaiser Permanente), with traumatic brain injury 
(adjusted OR: 8.80; 95% CI 7.37 to 10.50) representing one of 
the strongest physical disorder risk factors.10 Other studies have 
also highlighted many such risk factors11 and their association 
with self- harm and suicide.12 13 However, association of single 
risk factors does little to aid clinicians in intervening at the right 
time to prevent suicide in their patients. For example, 54% of 
people who died of suicides did not suffer from a mental health 
condition,14 which, even if was due to lack of information on 
mental health disorders, suggests that the strong SMRs related 
to mental health conditions are not enough for preventing the 
majority of suicide deaths on their own.15 New research consid-
ering development of predictive algorithms that can incorpo-
rate a multivariable approach in clinic- based settings is urgently 
needed.15

Prior research shows that healthcare utilisation increases 
immediately before death from suicide.16–21 Hence, the health-
care system may offer a good opportunity for suicide preven-
tion. Prior studies from outside the USA have evaluated the 
associations between healthcare utilisation and suicide, using 
large, longitudinal, population- based record linkage. However, 
the populations represented in these studies are exposed to very 
different health systems than are found in the USA.16–21 Care 
access patterns among US patients suffering from mental health 
disorders and exhibiting suicidal ideation may be different.

While some US- based large linkage studies have shed light on 
important risk factors, they lack ongoing linkage and surveil-
lance, and are non- representative of the US population. Some 
active US- based studies have linked individuals determined to 
have demonstrated self- harm behaviours to mortality.13 22–24 
However, this focus on self- harm may miss many individuals at 
risk of suicide death, as many individuals who die from suicide do 
not present with self- harm during their healthcare interactions 
prior to death. Other rigorous US- based linkage studies from 
South Carolina and Kentucky have linkages between violent 
death data and statewide healthcare data, which have been 
used to describe healthcare utilisation.25 26 The Mental Health 
Research Network (MHRN)27 has taken this a step further, using 
a case–control design for 2674 suicides in eight health mainte-
nance organization (HMO) systems.28 However, the MHRN has 
little representation of Medicaid or self- pay individuals.

Despite these advances, the US evidence base for health 
exposure- based suicide prediction remains limited in number 
and subject to internal and external validity limitations. Because 
national registries do not exist, US studies very frequently focus 
on suicide mortality risk factors for specific vulnerable popu-
lations, including youths,29 30 those ≥65 years of age,31 pris-
oners,32 formerly incarcerated individuals,33 34 veterans,35–41 
patients with specific diagnoses42 or patients who screen as high 
risk for death from suicide.12 22 Even the HMO- based MHRN, 
which strives for a more population- based sample, does not 
represent uninsured patients, those with Medicaid or individuals 
with criminal justice involvement, which are highly vulnerable 
populations. This research is also subject to internal validity 
concerns, because the models frequently only adjust for age and 
sex, without addressing confounding between health exposures 
and suicide.

Overall, the gaps in our current understanding of and 
response to suicide deaths are severely impacted by (a) lack of 

large, longitudinal, population- based studies, (b) limited internal 
validity from studies using specialised populations, (c) a general 
focus on reporting associations for individual factors without 
combining factors in a fashion that may be able to help develop 
tools for clinicians and (d) lack of an ongoing surveillance system 
to assess emerging trends, establish benchmarks and evaluate 
ongoing interventions.

Our study addresses these gaps by establishing an in- depth 
linked suicide surveillance system integrating multiple large, 
comprehensive databases that permit establishment of bench-
marks, identification of predictors, evaluation of prevention 
efforts and establishment of long- term surveillance workflow 
protocols from the healthcare system, public insurer, private 
insurer and corrections department perspectives in NC, the 10th 
most populous state in the USA.

The specific objectives of our study are:
1. Define the incidence of death from suicide in (a) a large 

healthcare system, (b) a large privately insured population, 
(c) a state Medicaid population and (d) justice involved in-
dividuals released from incarceration in a NC prison, so as 
to establish benchmarks for each of these entities to evaluate 
future prevention initiatives. We will accomplish this aim by 
developing a surveillance system through individual linkage 
of the state death registry and NC Violent Deaths Reporting 
System (NCVDRS) to healthcare, private and Medicaid 
claims, and NC corrections data.

2. Identify demographic, clinical and short- term and long- term 
care access patterns that predict risk of death from suicide, 
suicide attempts and suicidal ideation in four study popula-
tions, addressing limitations of prior research through large 
samples, machine learning and density- matched population- 
based case–control designs.

3. Establish a long- term workflow protocol for each of these 
four systems to regularly update linkages to prospectively 
maintain surveillance, monitor benchmarks and evaluate fu-
ture prevention initiatives.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Study design
In this study, we will link multiple large data sources from 2006 
onward to accomplish the four aims of the study. The data come 
from the 10th most populous state in the USA, NC. We will 
link mortality information from two comprehensive statewide 
systems, the NC death certificate data and the NCVDRS, to four 
different target subpopulations representing possible suicide 
prevention intervention points: (1) electronic health records of 
a large healthcare system serving residents of all 100 counties of 
the state, (2) claims records of a large single private health insur-
ance carrier in the state, (3) claims records of the state Medicaid 
programme and (4) justice individuals released from the NC 
prisons following incarceration.

Completion of these linkages will permit us to (1) establish 
incidence benchmarks of suicide deaths over multiple years and 
across subgroups for each of these four actors, (2) complete a 
comprehensive assessment of short- term and long- term predic-
tors of suicide mortality risk in each population addressing sample 
size/power and methodological limitations of prior research and 
(3) establish a long- term workflow protocol and regularly update 
the linkages to maintain a prospective suicide surveillance system 
for the four NC- based populations. The study then will follow 
a retrospective cohort design for accomplishing objective 1, a 
nested case–control design for objective 2 and establish standard 
operating procedures or protocols for ongoing surveillance.
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Data sets and linkage
This study will link six data sources containing information on 
mortality, healthcare delivery, public and private health insur-
ance and correctional services. We will measure suicide deaths 
by drawing on (1) NC death certificate records and (2) the 
NCVDRS. We will link these data to four different target popu-
lations of interest representing (3) a large healthcare system 
treating patients from all 100 counties (the University of NC 
healthcare system electronic health records (University of NC 
(UNC) healthcare system electronic health records (EHR)), 
(4) a large private insurance provider in the state, (5) the NC 
Medicaid population and (6) individuals recently released from 
a state prison (NC Division of Prisons (NC DOP)).

NC death certificate records are public records, housed at 
the NC Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). 
NC DHHS provides death record data with identifiers directly 
to researchers with approved data use agreements. We will use 
death certificates from 2006 onward. Updated death records are 
released annually approximately 6 months after year’s end.

NCVDRS is a state- based surveillance system that harvests 
information from law enforcement, coroners and medical 
examiners, vital statistics and crime laboratories to develop 
detailed records of violent deaths in each state. In addition to 
demographics and date and cause of death, VDRS data also 
include substance use and mental health disorders and treat-
ment, and recent incarceration history prior to death, education 
and circumstantial information of the violent death, including 
factors such as loss of job, relationship, property or finances, or 
intimate partner violence. NCVDRS is housed at the NC DHHS 
Injury and Violence Prevention Branch. We will use NCVDRS 
from 2006 onward and receive updated data pulls annually.

Private health insurance claims data from a large private 
health insurance provider in NC that insures >3 million people 
in NC (30% of the NC population) with substantial geographic, 
socioeconomic and demographic diversity. These data are main-
tained by the UNC Sheps Center from 2006 onward, updated 
semiannually. Although analysis datasets provided to researchers 
have identifiers removed, the central dataset maintained by the 
Sheps Center includes all identifiers to enable internal Sheps 
programmers acting as ‘honest brokers’ to complete linkages to 
other data sources and provide researchers with de- identified, 
linked datasets.

NC Medicaid claims that data are overseen by the Division 
of Health Benefits (DHB) in the NC DHHS and made available 
to UNC researchers through the UNC Sheps Center’s Carolina 
Cost and Quality Initiative. The linkage will be conducted by 
the DHB and will then provide the Sheps Center with the linked 
Medicaid IDs, which the Sheps Center programmers use to pull 
the population of interest and incidence density- matched control 
populations. NC Medicaid covers >2 million people in NC each 
year (~20% of NC population).

UNC electronic health records (UNC EHR): the UNC Health 
System provides medical care to >1 million patients (10% of 
NC population) annually across all 100 NC counties. The UNC 
EHR is a repository of this EHR data from 2006 to present, 
maintained by the NC Translational and Clinical Sciences Insti-
tute and updated daily. The UNC EHR contains full identifiers, 
which internal programmers serving as honest brokers can use to 
link to other data sources to provide linked, de- identified data-
sets to researchers. We will access data from 2006 onwards and 
update it annually.

NC DOP data in NC are considered public data and the 
data collected for this study include all incarceration release 

data consisting of approximately 20 000–25 000 releases from 
incarceration in NC per year. The data include personal identi-
fiers such as last, first, middle and maiden names, date of birth, 
gender, race, ethnicity, marital status, occupation and socioeco-
nomic status, all dates of prison entry and exit and cause for 
incarceration. In addition, we will use non- public information 
from the NC DOP data, like type of confinement, participa-
tion in mental health and substance use disorder treatment and 
education programmes while in prison. We will access data from 
2006 onward to be collected and linked on an annual basis.

Overall, the four subpopulations in this study represent about 
35%–40% of NC population. Since the NC Medicaid and the 
private health insurer data mainly include under 65- year- old 
population, those 65 years or older may be under- represented in 
this study. However, the UNC EHR data and NC DOP datasets 
do contain 65 years and older population and would be repre-
sentative of all age groups presented in those systems. We will 
first link NCVDRS with NC death certificates data using deter-
ministic linkage based on date of death, death certificate, first 
letter of last name, age and sex. The four cohorts, NC Medicaid, 
UNC EHR, NC private health insurance and NC DOP, will be 
linked to mortality records, and with each other using determin-
istic linkage based on last and first names, date of birth and sex. 
Formal documentation of the linkage process used to establish 
the surveillance system will be prepared so that the entire system 
can be continuously updated in order to maintain surveillance 
and evaluate suicide prevention initiatives.

Patient and public involvement
We will work with a clinical tailoring advisory board who will 
provide input into the development and tailoring of the clinical 
decision tolls to ensure their usefulness and interpretability in 
clinical settings. The advisory board will include patients with 
mental health disorders, patient advocates, physicians who treat 
patients with mental health conditions and other mental health 
professionals.

Outcomes
(1) Suicidal ideation identified using internation classification of 
diseases (ICD) versions 9 (V62.84) and 10 (R45.851) codes—
counted as only one encounter per person per year, (2) suicide 
attempts and/or self- harm or self- inflicted injury identified using 
ICD 9 (E950–E958) and ICD 10 (T14.91, T36–T71, X71–X84 
and Z91.51) codes in UNC EHR, private health insurance and 
Medicaid—counted using initial encounters only and (3) suicide 
deaths identified using ICD 10 codes (U03, X60–X70, X71–
X83 and Y87.0) via linkage of NC death records and NCVDRS 
with UNC EHR, private health insurance, Medicaid and NC 
DOP data.

Predictors
The candidate predictors (table 1) include demographic vari-
ables such as age, sex, race, body mass index, mental health 
disorders (eg, anxiety disorder, depression and post- traumatic 
stress disorder), treatment for mental health disorders, substance 
use disorders (eg, opioids and alcohol), treatment for substance 
use disorders, medical history (eg, chronic pain and disability), 
access to care (eg, hospitalisations, frequency of visits and emer-
gency department visits), medication history (opioids, anxio-
lytics and antidepressants), social history (alcohol, smoking and 
drug use) and circumstances (loss of relationship, employment 
and violence). We will follow two analytical approaches, first to 
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estimate associations between risk factors and suicide outcomes, 
and second to develop predictive algorithms.

Planned analytic approach: objective 1
We will define rates of suicide deaths, suicide attempts 
(combined with self- harm or self- inflicted injury) and suicidal 
ideation by dividing the number of these outcomes by the total 
number of person- years of at- risk population from which the 
outcomes arise. These rates will be defined in each of the four 
study cohorts and by age, sex, race, ethnicity and other socio- 
demographic information.

Planned analytic approach: objective 2
We will conduct a nested case–control study, where each case 
will be defined as someone who presents with suicidal ideation, 
attempt or death. We will match each case with 10 randomly 
selected age- matched and sex- matched controls within 1 month 
of the incidence of the outcome such that the controls repre-
sent the denominator (person- time) from which the cases arose 
(figure 1). Incidence density- matched control selection over-
comes important selection bias issues that arise with convenience 
or high- risk control groups common in the suicide literature. 
The cases and controls thus obtained will be used to (1) identify 
potential risk factors associated with suicide ideations, attempts 
and mortality and (2) develop a set of predictive algorithms to 
identify individuals at risk of suicide death over the next week 
(proximal risk prediction), month, 6 months and year (distal 
risk).

To estimate the association of short- term and long- term risk 
factors with suicide outcomes, we will conduct a set of condi-
tional logistic regression analyses, while controlling for potential 
confounders. We will consider both bivariable (ie, descriptive) 
and multivariable associations of risk factors with outcomes. In 
multivariable models, covariates will be identified using directed 
acyclic graphs (DAG). When a particular risk factor (eg, history 
of suicide attempt) is of primary interest, the set of covariates 
will be tailored based on the exposure outcome relationship 
being examined. For example, in prior research, to estimate the 

association between exposure to restrictive housing in prison 
and suicide mortality after incarceration release,34 we controlled 
for a DAG- identified set of variables that included time- varying 
age, number of prior incarcerations, drug- related convictions, 
violence- related convictions, mental health treatment recom-
mendation, mental health treatment received, number of days 
served in the most recent sentence and time- fixed sex. In addi-
tion, we will measure modification of such exposure outcome 

Figure 1 Incidence density control sampling: a nested case–control 
study. Black cross: suicide death/cases; black square: other cause of 
death; black circle: follow- up begins; black arrow: lost to follow or 
censored; grey circle: eligible controls; and shaded grey circle: randomly 
selected control.

Table 1 Available data sources and information

 

Available variables

Proposed study datasets

UNC EHR
NC private health 
insurance NC Medicaid NC DPS NCVDRS Death records

Demographics (age, sex and race) Yes Age and sex Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical information (ZIP codes) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Diagnoses (ICD codes) Yes Yes Yes In- prison – –

Suicide attempts (ICD codes) Yes Yes Yes In- prison – –

Deaths (date and cause: ICD 10) In- hospital In- hospital In- hospital In- prison Yes Yes

Circumstances (eg, violence or loss of job, 
relationship, etc)

– – – – Yes –

Medications, dosage, duration Yes Yes Yes In- prison – –

Inpatient/outpatient Yes Yes Yes – – –

Suicide screening Yes – – In- prison – –

SUD (diagnosis and treatment) Yes Yes Yes In- prison Yes –

MHD (diagnosis and treatment) Yes Yes Yes In- prison Yes –

Social history (smoking/alcohol/drug use) Yes – – Yes Yes –

Laboratory results Yes – – – – –

Patient reported outcomes Yes – – – – –

Triage and chart notes Yes – – – – –

ICD, International classification of diseases; MHD, Mental health disorders; NC, North Carolina; NCVDRS, North Carolina Violent Deaths Reporting System; SUD, Substance use 
disorders; UNC EHR, University of North Carolina electronic health records.
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relationships by demographic factors, especially age, sex, race 
and ethnicity.

To develop a predictive algorithm, we will use super learner.43 
We will develop a predictive algorithm for each of our two 
outcomes (suicide attempts and suicide deaths) within each time 
frame, focusing in particular on predicting outcomes within the 
next week. Super learner is a name for a modern implemen-
tation of ‘stacking’.44 45 Informally, super learner is a machine 
learning algorithm that minimises discrepancies between predic-
tions (where low discrepancies mean high predictive accuracy) 
and observed outcomes by forming a weighted average of candi-
date algorithms or candidate learners. The candidate learners 
are standard regression and machine learning algorithms (eg, 
generalised additive models and random forests). The algorithm 
uses cross- validation to target predictive accuracy in novel data, 
which yields algorithms that can be trained in one dataset and 
provide accurate predictions when deployed in new settings, 
such as predicting clinical outcomes following a patient visit.46 
This approach has been shown to be asymptotically as accurate 
as the best possible prediction algorithm that is tested and thus 
can serve as a gold standard for prediction purposes.43 We will 
use an approach to fit the super learner, as described by van 
der Laan and colleagues in 200743 and simplified by Naimi and 
Balzer in 2018,47 and adapted for SAS and cross- platform use 
by Keil et al.48 49 Table 2 shows the different algorithms used in 
super learner.

We will assess super learner model performance using the 
40% validation sample data on measures of: (1) calibration—
observed versus predicted risks, also thought of as model fit or 
internal validity of the model,50 51 and (2) discrimination50 51—
the ability to distinguish patients with outcome from patients 
without, accounting for right- censored data. Discrimination 
also helps in determining the sensitivity of the model, that is 
the minimum and maximum predicted probabilities of the 
suicide attempt.51 For calibration, we will plot the observed and 
predicted suicide attempts and deaths in the testing sample data, 
estimate the Hosmer- Lemeshow ‘goodness of fit’ statistic,52 and 
evaluate the calibration slope and report 95% CIs.53 For discrim-
ination, we will calculate the time- dependent concordance or 
c- statistic,54 which estimates the area under the receiver oper-
ating characteristics curve, analogous to Harrell’s c- index55 or 

the concordance probability estimate for right- censored data.56 
CIs for the calibration and concordance will be estimated based 
on bootstrapping with 200 replicates.

For external validation, the algorithms developed within the 
UNC EHR will be tested in private health insurance, Medicaid 
and correctional databases. Furthermore, we will examine 
potential algorithmic racial bias in our predictive algorithms 
for black and other non- white Americans (including Hispanic 
Americans) compared with white Americans to see if there are 
other factors that better predict these populations that may be 
related to systematic racism or represent historic disadvantage, 
for example, due to lack of access to healthcare, insurance, lower 
income, housing, schooling or other factors. This algorithmic 
racial bias examination will only be possible in UNC EHR, NC 
Medicaid and NC DOP data since race variable is not available 
in private health insurance data.

Sample size
The NC death records and NCVDRS identify ~16 000 
confirmed suicide deaths from 2006 to 2018, or >1200 suicide 
deaths per year. Once all data sources are combined through 
2020, the number of suicide deaths in each target population 
will be ~1800 in the UNC EHR patient population from 2006 
to 2020, ~3600 in private health insurance from 2006 to 2020, 
~2400 in NC Medicaid from 2011 to 2020 and ~800 among 
DOP releases from 2000 to 2020. Further from 2010 to 2019, 
the UNC EHR had 5948 suicide attempts. At this rate, there will 
be many more suicide attempts in the privately insured popula-
tion and NC Medicaid.

These data, along with 10 controls per case, will provide a 
sample size of >90 000 patients for predictive models that model 
suicide mortality risk, and a sample size of >2 70 000 patients 
for predictive models that model the risk of suicide attempts.

As our study aims mainly to focus on benchmarking inci-
dence rate and prediction rather than hypothesis testing, formal 
considerations of power for hypothesis testing do not apply. 
Considerations of precision also do not apply, as incidence rate 
estimates from comprehensive surveillance systems are conven-
tionally reported as observed values without CIs.

Missing data
Missing data are often informative of predictions. For example, 
missing data on history of drug use often indicate that a patient 
does not have a history of drug use and is, therefore, at a lower 
risk of suicidal thoughts or action. Such missingness indicates 
that missingness itself is important to prediction and the miss-
ingness is likely not amenable to schemes that assume miss-
ingness at random, such as multiple imputation. While certain 
algorithms can accommodate missingness as a separate category 
(eg, tree- based methods like random forest can use missingness 
as a unique predictor value with which to classify individuals), 
super learner model includes other algorithms that cannot. To 
address this issue, we will create missingness indicator variables 
(1=missing, 0=not missing) for each predictor under consider-
ation, and we will impute missing values for variables at their 
medians (continuous variables) or modes (categorical variables). 
The missingness indicator and the original variable will then 
both be considered predictors for super learner model.

Planned analytic approach: objective 3
We will generate both an overall workflow for maintaining 
the linkage of all six data sources, and individual workflows 
tailored to each of the four entities (UNC EHR, private insurer, 

Table 2 Algorithms used in super learner, including source R package 
and tuning parameters

 

Algorithm R package Tuning parameters

Bagging of regression trees ipred Complexity parameter

Bayesian additive regression trees bartMachine Number of trees

Elastic net (including Ridge and LASSO) glmnet Penalty term and mixing 
parameter

Elastic net including first order 
interactions

glmnet Penalty term and mixing 
parameter

Generalised additive model mgcv Spline df

Gradient boosting of regression trees xgboost Number of trees

Least angle regression lars None

Multivariate adaptive regression 
splines

polspline None

Neural et nnet, h2o Number of hidden layers and 
nodes per layer

Random forest ranger Number of trees

Stepwise logistic regression stats None

Support vector machine kernlab None
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NC Medicaid and NC DOP) detailing the linkage of that enti-
ty’s data with the outcome data sources (NC death records and 
NCVDRS) and calculation of suicide death end points.

Each workflow will comprise the following elements: (1) the 
owners of each data source, (2) permissions required for each 
data source, with contact information and renewal frequency, 
(3) data dictionaries for all data sources defining linking fields 
and any fields needed for outcome definition or calculation of 
rates, (4) a data linkage workflow diagram indicating which data 
elements are transferred and where the linkage occurs, including 
any needed details about an honest broker and finder files, (5) 
specific logic for the linkage, including which fields are compared 
between each data source and how issues such as variation in 
name spellings are handled, (6) statistical code to complete the 
linkage, (7) definition of the calculation of suicide death rates, 
including definition of the numerator (codes to include for 
confirmed and possible suicide deaths) and the denominator 
(defining the population at risk for a given period of time) and 
(8) statistical code to compute the suicide death rate.

Ethics and dissemination
This study is a secondary data analysis of existing records that 
involves no new data collection. We will link six data sources 
containing information on mortality, healthcare delivery, public 
and private health insurance, and correctional services. All these 
data sources are owned by different entities. We have completed 
data use agreements with each data entity and the study receives 
oversight from the institutional review board (IRB) at UNC, 
the data stewards at the NC DHHS and the NC DOP Research 
Review Committee. Individual- level linkage of all datasets will 
be completed by the UNC Sheps Centre serving as an ‘honest 
broker’ using an IRB- approved and HIPAA- compliant protocol.

Only aggregate data will be shared and published and numbers 
below five will be censored. All linked data will be stored either 
on the UNC secured research workspace or the Sheps Center 
secured servers.

The final super learner model will comprise a set of trained 
machine learning algorithms as well as a weight for each algo-
rithm. The trained algorithms will be used to make predic-
tions in a clinical setting, thereby providing tools for clinicians 
treating patients who may be likely to attempt suicide or die of 
a suicide. These algorithms can be combined with the ‘shiny’ 
package for R to create a graphical interface in which clinicians 
can enter patient characteristics predictions will be generated 
nearly instantly.51 Once completed and validated, we will share 
the suicide (attempt and death) prediction tools with the stake-
holders representing all four subpopulations so that they can 
be used to prevent suicide deaths. However, we recognise the 
potential for unintended consequences of such tools, including 
stigmatisation, increased treatment coercion and psychological 
harm to patients. Therefore, strategies for deployment will be 
carefully considered in consultation with our clinical tailoring 
advisory board, which will include stakeholders representing all 
target subpopulations, including patient advocates to identify 
mitigation strategies like clinician guidelines for use of the tool.

DISCUSSION
Our study will be the first to develop an ongoing US- based suicide 
surveillance system that includes a large healthcare system, 
private and public insurer, and correctional cohorts along with 
statewide mortality and violent death reporting system data. 
Prior linkage studies for suicide research in the USA have been in 
specialised private healthcare management organisations or with 

limited publicly insured data, which lack representativeness to 
the USA and exclude vulnerable populations.13 22–24 27 28

We will use an advanced ensemble machine learning algo-
rithm to build prediction tool for clinicians that will help them 
to identify individuals with a high risk of self- harm behaviours 
in a clinic or in a one- on- one setting, thereby helping them to 
target potential interventions and prevent suicide deaths. Prior 
research tries to identify individual risk factors; however, risk, 
hazard or ORs of such factors are not particularly helpful for 
a clinician on a day- to- day basis in decision- making regarding 
mental health treatment referrals and targeting interventions.

We will use an incidence density- matched nested case–control 
study design to increase internal validity of our study and reduce 
computational time to run the machine learning algorithm with 
many short- term and long- term predictors of suicide deaths. 
While incidence density- matched nested case–control studies are 
well known, their application to study suicide outcomes in four 
linked large population- based cohorts makes it unique.

Lastly, we will streamline the linkage processes and develop 
documentation and protocols for addition of new data to allow 
ongoing surveillance and evaluation of suicide prevention 
initiatives in NC. As a demonstration of the capability of the 
surveillance system in evaluating ongoing interventions, we will 
evaluate the impact of the UNC hospitals’ recent healthcare 
system policy change implementing routine suicide screenings 
on all inpatients. In July 2019, with the goal of reducing suicide 
attempts and mortality, the UNC Hospitals, part of the UNC 
healthcare system, implemented mandatory screening of all 
inpatients with the Columbia- Suicide Severity Risk Screenings 
(C- SSRS). Inpatients identified as at risk for suicide are further 
assessed with the Suicide Assessment Five- step Evaluation and 
Triage (SAFE- T). While the UNC Hospitals implemented this 
suicide screening and assessment policy in inpatient and emer-
gency department patients, it was not implemented in the other 
11 hospitals that are a part of the UNC healthcare system. 
Furthermore, our linkage with private health insurer data will 
allow us to compare privately insured patients at UNC Hospi-
tals with uninsured or publicly insured patients in the state. The 
suicide surveillance system with multiple linked data sources will 
facilitate the use of multiple control groups to robustly estimate 
the effect of UNC Hospitals’ C- SSRS and SAFE- T implementa-
tion on suicide attempts and mortality using controlled inter-
rupted time series methods. This demonstration project will 
illustrate the utility of our surveillance system for evaluating 
other policy changes that may be implemented in any of our 
four target subpopulations. The data linkage among the four 
target subpopulations allows access to a more complete picture 
for the linked cases and controls. These integrated datasets and 
resulting predictive analyses will provide a framework for under-
standing how multiple risk and protective factors, that usually 
cannot be accessed from a single data system, predict self- harm 
and suicide- related patient outcomes.
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